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REVIEW

Bloodless management of benign prostatic hyperplasia: medical and
minimally invasive treatment options

EVANGELOS LIATSIKOS1, IASON KYRIAZIS1, PANAGIOTIS KALLIDONIS1, &

JENS-UWE STOLZENBURG2

1Department of Urology, University of Patras, Greece and 2Department of Urology, University of Leipzig, Germany

Abstract
Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) is a medical condition affecting a wide range of the aging male population resulting in various
degrees of lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS). Today, a variety of medical therapies and minimally invasive BPH treatment
modalities are available. Medical therapy includes a1 blockers, 5a reductase inhibitors and combination therapy. When these
options fail, surgery is indicated. Transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) is still considered the gold standard surgical
treatment for BPH. Nevertheless, numerous minimally invasive treatment alternatives are available that are comparable in
effectiveness to TURP, with significantly less morbidity. In this article, current treatment options for BPH are reviewed with
respect to their indications, long-term safety and efficacy in relieving BPH related LUTS. The selection of the type of BPH
treatment should be based on the physician’s experience, patient’s co-morbidities as well as the prostate size and clinical disease
progression.
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Introduction

Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) is a normal condi-

tion of the prostate appearing in the majority of aging

males. Nevertheless, the condition is associated with an

increased risk for lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS)

that can significantly affect a patient’s quality of life.

Despite the fact that the true incidence of clinical BPH

has yet to be determined, the prevalence is high with the

proportion of men with moderate to severe symptoms

doubling with each decade of life [1,2]. Nearly 30% of

men older than 60 years of age experience troublesome

LUTS due to BPH [3]. A watchful waiting (non-

medical, non-surgical) policy in addition to lifestyle

modifications (fluid management, avoidance of caffeine

and use of alcohol) and specific changes in behaviour

(bladder retraining, double voiding and urethral milk-

ing) are suitable for all men demonstrating BPH related

LUTS, that do not complain of high levels of bother

[1,4]. However, at 1 and 5 years, respectively, 15% and

35% of patients following watchful waiting will deterio-

rate and seek further management [5,6]. The manage-

ment of BPH is a very complex process given that

available treatment alternatives demonstrate different

clinical outcomes, side effects and economic costs

(Table I). Moreover, promising novel minimally in-

vasive treatment options are emerging, adding complex-

ity to the decision making process of today’s urologist.

In this article, the medical and minimally invasive

treatment modalities for the management of BPH are

reviewed with the aim of updating physicians and

assisting them in making informed treatment decisions.

Medical therapy options

Medical therapy is the first line of treatment for most

patients experiencing clinical BPH. The goal of such

treatment is to decrease LUTS, prevent BPH-asso-

ciated complications and improve a patient’s quality of

life [7]. The main disadvantage of pharmacologic

management of BPH is the need for a patient’s

commitment to a long-term treatment, which in turn

is associated with high long-term cost. Three main

medical therapy approaches are used, a1-adrenergic

receptors block, inhibition of 5a reductase inhibitors

and combination therapy between these two types of

therapy.

a1 Blockers

Prostate adrenoreceptor blockade is thought to reduce

smooth muscle tone, decreasing the dynamic element
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of prostatic obstruction. Initially evaluated non-selec-

tive a-blockers were soon abandoned due to the

systemic effects of general a-receptor blockage (e.g.

hypotension). Today, a wide variety of a-blockers

selective for the a1 adrenoreceptor subtype are available.

These can be divided into a1 blockers (doxazosin,

indoramin, prazosin and terazosin) and selective a1

blockers (tamsulosin and alfuzosin). The latter are

relatively selective for the ‘A’ subtype of a1 adrenor-

eceptors that are mainly located in the prostate.

Consequently, selective a1 blockers tend to affect less

the a1B adrenoreceptors of systemic blood vessels,

reducing the incidence of orthostatic and vasodilatory

side effects. Recently, silodosin, a highly selective

inhibitor of the a1A adrenoreceptor has been introduced

causing practically no orthostatic hypotension and no

clinically important effects on the heart (no effect on

heart rate, PR segment, QRS complex or morphologic

ECG data) [8]. In contrast to promising clinical

effectiveness, significant ejaculation disorders have been

reported with silodosin [9]. Mid or long-term com-

parative studies examining the effectiveness of silodocin

versus the other commercial available a1 blockers is

lacking.

Currently, no significant difference between different

a1 blockers in terms of efficacy has been proven. After

the initiation of therapy, a1 blockers exhibit an early

onset of efficacy (within51 week) with regard to both

symptoms and flow rate improvement [10]. Long-term

data derived from large scale controlled trials demon-

strate that a blocker treatment maintains its efficacy for

up to 5 years [11–13]. Overall symptoms tend to

improve by 30–40% and flow rates by 16–25%,

compared with placebo [14]. Nevertheless, about one-

third of men will not experience significant symptom

reduction. In the latter case, that the drug is proven

ineffective over an 8-week trial, treatment should be

discontinued [1]. Several well designed studies have

proved that in case of acute urinary retention a1

blockers administration increases the possibility of a

Table I. Main advantages and disadvantages of available treatment options

Main advantages Main disadvantages

Medical

a-Blockers Rapid onset of action Risk of orthostatic hypotension, no effect on

clinical progression

5a-Reductase inhibitors Effective against clinical progression Late onset of action, sexual function disorders

Combination treatment Acute onset of action/effective against clinical

progression

High long-term cost, complications related to

both treatments

Non-laser minimally invasive

TURP Worldwide experience/Gold standard BPH

treatment

Significant morbidity

TUEVP Lower morbidity than TURP Higher rates of urinary retention/need for re-

intervention than TURP

TURIS Decreased risk of dilutional hyponatremia Significant morbidity

TUIP Limited rates of retrograde ejaculation,

minimum morbidity

Indicated only for small volume prostatic glands,

not effective when a prominent median lobe is

present

HIFU Well tolerated Prolonged urinary retention, high rate of

symptom recurrence

TUNA Office based procedure, few anesthetic

requirements

High cost, results are declining in the long-term

TUMT Office based procedure, no requirements for

anesthesia, minimum morbidity

High cost, inferior efficacy than TURP

PS Indicated for patients with severe comorbidities

due to minimum anesthetic requirements

More than half of cases are expected to need re-

intervention in the long-term.

Laser minimally invasive

TLC Minimum morbidity Prolonged post-operative urinary catheterisation,

inferior durability than TURP

LVP The most cost-effective compared with all other

treatment options. Reduced length of hospital

stay, duration of postoperative catheterisation

and adverse effect rate. Durable results

Not well suited for large (470 cc) prostatic

volumes. Rarely, urethral stricture and bladder

neck contracture in small (540 cc) prostatic

volumes

HoLRP/HoLEP Suited for large prostate glands. Reduced length

of hospital stay, duration of postoperative

catheterization and adverse effect rate.

Durable results

Time consuming

LTIP Minimum rate of postoperative catheterisation Indicated only for small volume prostatic glands

ILC Office based procedure, few anesthetic

requirements

Prolonged post-operative catheterisation, relative

high rates of re-intervention
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successful trial to remove the indwelling catheter

[15,16]. Consequently, a1 blocker administration in

the latter case is considered common practice.

5a-Reductase inhibitors

5a-reductase is the enzyme converting testosterone to

dihydrotestosterone (DHT). Human prostate is a

DHT-dependent organ. DHT deprivation results in

prostate shrinkage leading to a significant LUTS

reduction in case of BPH. Currently, available 5a-

reductase inhibitors include finasteride and dutasteride.

Finasteride inhibits type 2 5a-reducatse isoenzyme,

leading to a suppression of DHT by 70% in the serum

and 90% in the prostate. Dutasteride inhibits the action

of both type 1 and 2 5a-reductase isoenzymes leading to

a reduction of up to 90% in the circulating DHT.

Clinical benefits of both inhibitors are considered equal

[17].

Numerous randomised, placebo-controlled studies

have verified the efficacy of 5a-reductase inhibitors in

the treatment of BPH. Significant long-term reduction

of prostate size by 20–30% and improvement in urinary

flow rates and symptom scores have been well

documented in large series of patients [18–21]. Actual

effectiveness should be awaited as late as 6 months after

treatment initiation and has been proved to be

substantially maintained even after 6–10 years of

treatment [22,23]. Nevertheless, not all patients are

benefited by 5a reductase inhibitors. Prostate size and

basic prostate specific antigen (PSA) levels are the main

predictors of outcome. Men with small prostate size

(540 ml) and low PSA levels are less likely to be

benefited by treatment with a 5a-reducatse inhibitor

[24,25]. 5a-Reductase inhibitors are considered very

safe and their adverse effects are considered minimal,

mainly related with sexual function (decreased libido,

impotence and decreased ejaculate).

It is not the purpose of this article to discuss prostate

cancer. Nevertheless, questions have been raised

regarding the potential of 5a-reductase inhibitor treat-

ment to mask PSA increase in case of prostate cancer. It

is well known that 5a reductase inhibitors lower serum

PSA levels. Proscar Long-term Efficacy and Safety

Study (PLESS) group concluded that treatment with

finasteride preserves usefulness of PSA in the detection

of prostate cancer, since, by doubling PSA serum levels,

an accurate estimation can be expected [26]. In

addition, the Reduction by Dutasteride of Prostate

Cancer Events (REDUCE) trial revealed that treatment

with dutasteride improved significantly the diagnostic

utility of PSA for all prostatic tumours (p5 0.0001),

even for high grade cancer (p5 0.02) [27]. Moreover,

long-term finasteride therapy does not affect the

histologic features of benign prostatic tissue and

prostate cancer on needle biopsy [28]. Consequently,

5a-reductase inhibitors do not mask early detection of

localised prostate adenocarcinomas. On the contrary,

Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial (PCPT) and RE-

DUCE trial demonstrated that 5a-reductase inhibitors

actually reduce the risk for prostate cancer in average

and high risk (elevated PSA levels) population accord-

ingly [27,29]. Nevertheless, the comments on the

PCPT and REDUCE trial are controversial, with many

authors still being concerned that despite the fact that

5a-reductase inhibitors do reduce the total risk for

prostate cancer, they increase the risk of high grade

prostate cancer.

Combination therapy

Combination therapy with a1 blockers and 5a-reductase

inhibitors could potentially be beneficial due to

synergistic action. Current literature on the subject

reveals controversies. McConnell et al. evaluated 3047

patients with BPH in a long-term double blind trial.

The effect of placebo, doxazosin, finasteride and

combination therapy on the risk of clinical progression

of BPH was studied. Doxazosin and finasteride reduced

the risk of clinical progression of BPH 39% and 34%,

respectively, compared to placebo. Combination treat-

ment with doxazosin and finasteride resulted in a 66%

risk reduction, which was significantly greater than the

risk reduction with each agent alone [13].

In contrast, the Prospective Europen Doxazosin and

Combination Therapy trial (PREDICT) showed no

significant difference between doxazosin and combina-

tion treatment of doxazosin and finasteride within a 52

week follow-up [30]. Moreover, several studies have

shown that a-blocker therapy can be withdrawn in the

majority of men following initial combination therapy

with 5a reductase inhibitors, since patients initially

receiving combination therapy with finasteride or

dutasteride and an a-blocker were found to experience

no significant symptom deterioration after discontinu-

ing the a-blocker [31,32].

Recently, Naslund et al. evaluated the impact of

delaying 5a-reductase inhibitor therapy in men on a1

blocker therapy to treat BPH. In total, 6896 patients

with BPH treated by combination therapy with a1

blockers and 5a-reductase inhibitors were included in

the cohort. Each 30 day delay in starting 5a-reductase

inhibitor therapy after initiating a1 blockers was shown

to result in increasing the likelihood for clinical

progression, acute urinary retention and prostate

related surgery up to 21.1%, 18.6% and 26.7%,

respectively [33]. Nevertheless, it was not elucidated

whether the protection against clinical progression was

due to combination treatment or an effect produced by

5a-reductase inhibitor treatment alone.

New drugs in development for BPH use

a Blockers and 5a-reductase inhibitors are the only

classes of drugs currently officially approved for the

treatment of BPH. Nevertheless, several other agents

have been tested in clinical trials between which

BXL628, lonidamine, phosphodiesterase-5 (PDE5)
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inhibitors and gonadotropin-releasing hormone

(GnRH) antagonists. Most of them are either in a

preliminary phase of clinical evaluation or have been

abandoned due to toxicity or relative high cost. GnRH

antagonist is a very promising alternative, demonstrat-

ing high levels of efficacy and tolerability in men with

BPH [34].

Minimal invasive treatment

Whenever medical therapy of BPH has failed and

bothersome LUTS persist surgical intervention is

indicated. Apart from clinical BPH refractory to

medical therapy, other indications for surgery include

refractory or recurrent urinary retention, persistent

haematuria, renal insufficiency (rare) and the presence

of bladder stones [1]. A number of different surgical

treatment modalities are available. Transurethral resec-

tion of the prostate (TURP) is considered the gold

standard approach. Modifications of the conventional

technique and other minimal invasive alternatives have

emerged aiming to provide symptomatic relief while

avoiding the morbidity associated with the conventional

approach. TURP, transurethral and transrectal non-

laser treatments as well as laser-based treatment options

will be discussed in this review.

Trasurethral resection of the prostate

TURP is considered the gold standard approach for

BPH since it provides definitive relief in most patients

and its effectiveness is supported by extensive study

data. TURP uses an electrical loop to remove prostate’s

inner portion via a transurethral approach. It is

considered the most common surgical treatment for

BPH worldwide comprising 95% of all BPH-related

surgical approaches. It is the treatment of choice for

prostates sized 30–80 ml. A major meta-analysis in-

cluding 29 randomised controlled studies demonstrated

that TURP resulted in a percent improvement of LUTS

exceeding 70% (mean range 66–76%) and increases in

Qmax of 115% (range 80–150%) [35]. Prolonged

hospitalisation and reasonably high rates of complica-

tions are considered the main disadvantages of the

technique. Intra- and post-operative complications are

correlated with size of the prostate and the duration of

the procedure. In a large scale prospective evaluation of

10,654 patients who underwent TURP, the most

common short-term complications were urinary reten-

tion (5.8%), need for surgical revision (5.6%), sig-

nificant urinary tract infection (3.6%), haematuria

requiring transfusion (2.9%) and dilutional hyponatre-

mia (1.4%) [36].

Transurethral and transrectal no-laser alternatives

Transurethral electrovaporisation of the prostate

(TUEVP) uses a roller ball electrode that is rolled

multiple times over prostate tissue inducing electro-

vaporisation to the desired depth. In a formal meta-

analysis including 20 randomised controlled trials,

TUEVP provided equivalent improvement to that of

TURP in LUTS reduction and Qmax improvement for

up to a year of follow-up. TUEVP demonstrated a more

favourable profile for transfusion rates, hospital stay and

catheterization time. Nevertheless, it demonstrated

higher rates of urinary retention and need for re-

intervention [37].

Transurethral resection of the prostate in saline

(TURIS) is a technique very similar to conventional

TURP. The only difference is that it uses a bipolar

current with both electrodes within the cystoscope and

therefore can be used with saline as the irrigant. The

latter decreases the risk of dilutional hyponatremia and

allows procedures of longer duration [38]. Ho et al.

conducted a prospective randomised study in 100

patients comparing TURIS with TURP. No TURP

syndrome was found in the TURIS arm of the study in

contrast to two cases in the TURP group. Both

treatments were found clinically equivalent at 1-year

follow-up [39]. In a single-centre randomised trial of

202 patients TURIS was compared to TURP. Both

approaches were similar in operative duration, resection

weight and radicality of resection. Nevertheless, TURIS

caused 34% less bleeding than TURP, with the

difference being greatest (81%) for the largest blood

losses [40].

Transurethral incision of the prostate (TUIP) is a

minimal invasive transurethral alternative treatment

option indicated for patients with small volume prostate

glands (530 ml). It involves a deep internal incision

from the urethra to the external capsule in each prostate

lobe. Its main advantage is that it limits the rates of

retrograde ejaculation and consequently is particularly

indicated for younger men interested in maintaining

fertility. Moreover, it is associated with a lower

incidence of complications, fewer blood transfusion

rates and shorter operative time and hospital stay than

TURP [41]. Recently, Lourenco et al. conducted a

meta-analysis of short- and long-term data from

randomised controlled trials comparing TUIP with

TURP. Both techniques appeared to offer equivalent

symptomatic improvement for men with mild to

moderate BPH. Nevertheless, a higher re-operation

rate was revealed for TUIP. As the authors concluded,

choosing TUIP should be based on the balance

between the lower risk of perioperative morbidity and

the higher risk of subsequent re-operation [42].

Transrectal high-intensity focused urtrasound

(HIFU) is a minimally invasive treatment option that

uses a focused high intensity ultrasound beam to cause

deep prostate tissue lesions without damaging super-

ficial structures. Its use has recently been expanded in

the treatment of prostate cancer. In the case of the

treatment of BPH, transrectal HIFU is well-tolerated,

but requires general or spinal anaesthesia or heavy

intravenous sedation. It is practically a bloodless

treatment option with no major intraoperative blood
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loss. The most prominent side-effect is prolonged

urinary retention, lasting from 3 to 19 days. Hematos-

permia and urinary tract infections are also common

complications. Lu et al. evaluated the midterm effec-

tiveness of the approach in 150 consecutive cases of

BPH. HIFU was proved safe and effective for up to 1

year postoperatively [43]. Nevertheless, longer follow-

up results reveal a high rate of symptom recurrence. In a

study examining the long-term outcome of 80 patients

with a follow-up of up to 4 years, it was demonstrated

that 43.8% of patients underwent TURP due to

insufficient therapeutic response [44].

Transurethral needle ablation (TUNA) delivers low

level radiofrequency energy to the prostate using

needles inserted into the gland trasurethraly. It is

considered a very safe technique with no blood loss,

very low rates of complications and few anaesthetic

requirements. Moreover, it does not require long

hospital stay. Early postoperative morbidity includes

irritative voiding symptoms lasting up to 4–6 weeks

[45]. Numerous studies have demonstrated that TUNA

significantly improves subjective and objective BPH

parameters with respect to baseline. Nevertheless, its

efficacy is considered inferior to that of TURP and it is

not as durable, declining in the long-term, resulting in

the need for a relative high rate of secondary treatment

[46,47]. Moreover, it is considered an expensive

treatment option for BPH compared to other alter-

natives [48].

Transurethral microwave thermotherapy (TUMT)

is a safe and office-based alternative treatment option

with the advantage that it has no requirements for

anaesthesia and no blood loss. TUMT transmits,

through an antenna, electromagnetic radiation to the

prostate that is converted to heat. Resultant intrapro-

static elevation of temperature leads to ablative

coagulative necrosis. Initial results with TUMT were

controversial due to the fact that there are many

different machines with different antenna designs,

cooling capabilities and patterns of necrosis. Kaye

et al. conducted a meta-analysis of published rando-

mised controlled studies comparing high energy

TUMT with conventional TURP. TUMT was con-

sidered highly effective with minimum rates of

morbidity at 1 year follow-up. Nevertheless, its efficacy

was inferior to that of TURP. Newly developed

TUMT devices are more effective than previously

used lower-energy devices, especially in aims of

improving objective end points [49]. Long-term

investigation of these new devices is needed. Finally,

it is considered an expensive treatment option for BPH

compared to other alternatives [48].

Prostate stenting (PS) using permanent urethral

stents is an alternative treatment option indicated for

BPH patients with medium to severe LUTS who are

poor candidates for surgical approaches (usually due to

concomitant comorbidities). Current experience with

such stents indicates that in well selected patients, PS

can offer long-term efficacy (up to 12 years) with patient

satisfaction [50,51]. Incontinence, persisting detrusor

dysfunction and stent migration are commonly reported

complications [51]. More than half of stented cases are

expected to fail during the initial months post-insertion.

This problem has prompted the suggestion that an

initial placement of a temporary stent be used instead of

a permanent stent. When treatment is considered

successful, the temporary stent should be exchanged

with a permanent one [52].

Laser-based treatment

Transurethral laser coagulation (TLC) is a laser

ablation method where a side-fire laser fiber, held a

small distance away from the target, is used to deliver

laser energy from a transurethral orientation to the

prostate. Delivered energy coagulates but does not

vaporise tissue. The coagulated tissue eventually

necroses and sloughs, relieving the obstruction. TLC

is considered an effective surgical treatment for BPH

demonstrating improvements in symptom scores, qual-

ity of life and flow rate equivalent to those attained after

TURP. Moreover it is characterised by lower transfu-

sion rates than TURP [53]. Nevertheless, the major

disadvantage of the technique is that it is characterised

by high rates of prolonged, postoperative urinary

catheterisation and a higher incidence of post-proce-

dure irritative voiding symptoms. Moreover, long-term

studies (up to 4-year follow-up) demonstrated inferior

results for TLC in terms of efficacy and durability,

compared with conventional electrovaporisation. Resi-

dual obstructive adenoma appears the main cause of

long-term failure for TLC [54].

Laser vaporisation of the prostate (LVP) is a

technique similar to conventional electrovaporisation

of the prostate. LVP uses high density laser energy to

induce vaporisation of tissue. An immediate urethral

patency is achieved, shortening catheterisation duration

in the initial postoperative period. Due to the excellent

coagulative properties of laser vaporisation, the techni-

que has been proven safe and feasible even in patients

undergoing anti-coagulation treatment, demonstrating

minimum blood loss [55]. In a recent randomised

controlled study involving 1 year of follow-up, LVP was

compared with conventional TURP. LVP produced

equivalent improvements in flow rates and LUTS

reduction to that seen with TURP. Moreover, com-

pared with TURP, LVP markedly reduced the length of

hospital stay, duration of postoperative catheterization

and adverse effect rate [56]. Durability of improvement

in outcomes with LVP has been documented for up to 5

years with an overall re-treatment rate of 8.9% [57].

Finally, compared to all other alternative treatment

modalities for BPH, LVP is considered the most cost

effective option [48].

Holmium laser resection of the prostate (HoLRP) is

a technique that directs laser energy in such a way that

the prostate is resected by incising sections of tissue.

Similarly to TURP, multiple small prostate chips are
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dissected from the obstructing prostate lobes,

initially fall into the bladder, and then are retrieved

through the ureteroscope. Alternatively, in Holmium

laser enucleation of the prostate (HoLEP), the prostate

is initially divided into its three anatomical lobes. Each

lobe is then enucleated in an antegrade fashion

creating the same result that is achieved via open

prostatectomy [58]. Several well designed studies

have demonstrated that both HoLRP and HoLEP

produce equivalent results as those with TURP and

open prostatectomy, with significantly less periopera-

tive morbidity, catheterisation time and hospital stay

[59–62]. Holmium laser provides excellent hemostasis

leading to minimum blood loss in comparison to

alternative treatment options and is safely applicable

even in patients on anticoagulation therapy [63,64].The

technique, although considered time consuming with

prolonged operative times, is well suited to large

prostates even greater than 100 g [62]. Outcome

improvement has been reported to be durable for up

to 6 years [65].

Laser incision of the prostate (LTIP) is a technique

similar to conventional electrocautery TUIP. It is

indicated for the treatment of small prostate glands

(530 g). Its main advantage is the very low incidence of

postoperative catheterisation. Cornford et al. reported

only a 3% rate of postoperative catheterisation in 100

consecutive patients subjected to holmium YAG LTIP.

This rate was low enough to consider the approach as

catheterless [66].

Interstitial laser coagulation (ILC) is a transurethral

thermal technique similar to ultrasound (HIFU) and

microwave (TUMT) prostate thermotherapies. Using

laser energy, it induces intraprostatic temperature

elevation and tissue coagulation without destroying

the prostatic urethra. Blood loss in ILC is considered

negligible. ILC results improvements in symptom

reduction and quality of life measures comparable to

that seen with TURP [67]. Nevertheless, the approach

has been related to a high incidence of postoperative

infections and prolonged (up to 24 days) catheterisation

[68].

Figure 1. Treatment decision making flowchart. TURP: transurethral prostatectomy, TUEVP: transurethral electovaporisation, TURIS:

trasurethral resection in saline, TUIP: transurethral incision of the prostate, HIFU: transrectal high intensity focused ultrasound, TUNA:

transurethral needle ablation, TUMT: transurethral microwave thermotherapy, PS: prostatic stenting, TLC: transurethral laser coagulation, LVP:

laser vaporization of the prostate, HoLPR/HoLEP: Holmium laser resection of the prostate/Holmium laser enucleation of the prostate, LTIP: laser

transurethral incision of the prostate, ILC: interstitial laser coagulation.
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Conclusions

In conclusion, a watchful waiting policy is suitable for all

men demonstrating BPH-related LUTS that do not

complain of high levels of bother. Medical therapy with

a-blockers is characterised by a rapid effectiveness in

symptom reduction in contrast with 5a-reductase

inhibitors that require several months for the initiation

of their clinical effectiveness. 5a-reductase inhibitors are

particularly indicated for patients with enlarged prostate

volumes, and their long-term effectiveness against

clinical progression has been well documented. When

conservative management has failed, surgery is indi-

cated. TURP is still considered the gold standard

surgical procedure for BPH. Nevertheless it is associated

with significant morbidity. Several minimally invasive

techniques have been added to the armamentarium of

today’s urologist demonstrating promising results that

are generally comparable to those achieved with TURP.

Laser-based treatments are safe and effective and are

associated with minimum morbidity. Thus, they are

gaining more and more popularity relative to other

treatment modalities. Above all, selection of type of

treatment should be based on the physician’s experience

and the patient’s co-morbidities as well as prostate size

and clinical progression (Figure 1).
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